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It is well known (see [2]) that any complex flag manifold is rigid, i.e. its complex 
structure does not admit any non-trivial small deformations. This is in general false for 
an analogous class of supermanifolds which we call flag supermanifolds (see Section 1.5 
below). Namely, it was shown in [12] that the projective superspace CP*Im,m 2 4, is 
not rigid. 
In this paper, we are going to construct two one-parameter analytic families of 
homogeneous supermanifolds. The supermanifolds of these families will admit a tran- 
sitive action of the family of Lie superalgebras D(2,l; cy) discovered by V. G. Kac [4]. 
The families will be constructed by deforming the projective superspace Cl@14 and 
the super-Grassmannian Gr212,1 II respectively. The constructions give, in particular, 
two geometric realizations of the exceptional simple Lie superalgebras D(2,l; 0). The 
results of Section 3 were announced in [3]. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Generalities about supermanifolds 
Under vector superspace and superalgebras we mean &-graded vector spaces and 
algebras, where ;22 = Z/22! = (0, l}. The word “supermanifold” is used in the sense of 
Berezin-Leites, having in mind the complex-analytic version of the theory (see [l, 5,6]). 
Thus, a supermanifold of dimension nlm is a &-graded ringed space (M,U), where 
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0 is a sheaf of commutative superalgebras on a topological space M, supposing that 
(M, 0) is locally isomorphic to a super&main in Plm, i.e. to a ringed space of the 
form (&3+), where U is an open subset of Cn, 3+,, = /jFn(<l,. . . , .&) and 3n is 
the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions in P. Here we assume that the functions 
from 3n are even elements of the structure sheaf, while & are odd ones. Let 21,. . . ,zn 
denote the standard coordinates in Cn. If we identify an open subspace (fi,c?) of (M, 0) 
with the superdomain (U, 3+) in Cmln, then we get the elements 2; (i = 1,. . . ,n), [j 
(j = l,..., m) of I’(o,U) called the tocul coordinates on I?. In the intersection of two 
coordinate domains we can express the local coordinates in one domain by the local 
coordinates in another one; one gets the so-called transition functions. 
Let (M, 0) be a supermanifold and 3 c 0 the subsheaf of ideals generated by the 
subsheaf 0, of odd elements or, which is the same, J = 0~ + (c3i)2. One denotes 
0,, = O/J. Then Mrd = (M,c&) is a usual complex analytic manifold of dimension 
n called the reduction of (M, 0), and we have a morphism red: Mrd + (M, 0). Under 
this morphism the odd local coordinates tj are sent into 0 and the even ones z; into 
local coordinates Xr , . . . , X, on Mrd. 
The simplest class of supermanifolds are the so-called split ones. Let (M,3) be a 
complex manifold and & a locally free analytic sheaf on it. Defining 0 = &-8, we 
get a supermanifold (M,(Y). A supermanifold is called split if it is isomorphic to a 
supermanifold of this form. The structure sheaf (3 of a split supermanifold admits the 
Z-grading 0 = @,,n 0,, where 0, N Ag.5; the &-grading on it is defined from the 
Z-grading by reducing mod 2. Any supermanifold is locally split, but is not necessarily 
split globally. In what follows we often omit the index 3 while denoting the exterior 
powers, the tensor products etc. of the sheaves of 3-modules. We recall a construction 
which associates with any supermanifold (M, 0) a split one. Consider the filtration 
0=J01J9&P>... (1) 
by the powers of the sheaf J’ introduced above. The associated graded sheaf 
g-0 = @grpo, 
where gr, 0 = P/,Fr , gives rise to the split supermanifold (M,grO). In fact, gr 0 z 
AFE, where 3 = gr, 0 = 0,.d and E = gr, 0. Clearly, (M, 0) and (M,grO) have the 
same dimension. 
1.2. Tangent spaces and vector fields. Actions of Lie superalgebras 
Let (M,O) be a supermanifold of dimension m/n. Using local coordinates q,i$, 
we see that 0, z C{zr,. . . ,zn} 8 /jc(& , . . . ,&) for any 5 E M. Hence, 0, is a 
local superalgebra, and m, = (21,. . . , zn, &, . . . , em) is its maximal ideal. The vector 
superspace T,( M, 0) = (m,/m$)* is called the tangent space to (M,(3) at the point 5. 
The vector space T,(M,C3), is identified with the usual tangent space T,(M,d) to the 
complex manifold M_J. 
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Denote by 7 = 2)er0 the sheaf of derivations of the structure sheaf 0. Its stalk 
at z E M is the Lie superalgebra ber&z = DeruO, $ bet@, of derivations of the 
superalgebra (3, (the summands with indices 0 and i consist of even and odd derivations 
respectively). The sheaf 7 is called the tangent sheaf and its sections holomorphic 
vector fields on (M, U). Th e set a(M, 0) = I’(M, 0) of all holomorphic vector fields is 
finite-dimensional if M is compact. We regard it as a complex Lie superalgebra with 
the bracket 
[X, Y] = YX + (-l)~(xfp(y)+rxY. 
Fix a point 2 E M. Any 6 E Det 0, satisfies s(rnz) c m, and hence defines a linear 
mapping 8 : m,/ml + oz/mz = @ which is an element of T,(M,C3). This permits us 
to define an even linear mapping 
ev, : u( M, 0) - %(M$) by 
ev,(v) = &. 
We note that, in contrast with the classical case, a vector field ‘u is not, in general, 
uniquely determined by its values Gz at all z E M. 
Now we are going to define actions on supermanifolds. In order to avoid using the 
rather complicated machinery of Lie supergroups, we shall deal with Lie superalgebras. 
Let (M,O) be a connected supermanifold and g a complex (finite dimensional) Lie 
superalgebra. An action of g on (M, 0) is an arbitrary Lie algebra homomorphism 
cp : g --f u(M, 0). The action v is called egective if Ker 9 = 0. If an action 9 is given, 
then with any z E A4 the linear mapping p” = ev, 09 : g + T,(M) is associated. The 
set gz = Ker @ is a subalgebra of g, called the stabiEizer of X. The action cp is called 
transitive if cp” is surjective for any 5 E M. In this case one also says that (M, O) is a 
homogeneous space of the Lie superalgebra g. 
With any action 9 : g -, a(M,(3) one associates the natural homomorphism gu -+ 
tr(M, 0)~ -, a(&&), where u(M,d) is the Lie algebra of holomorphic vector fields on 
Mrd. If M is compact, then this homomorphism is the differential of a holomorphic 
action of a connected complex Lie group Gu on Mrd. Clearly, this action is transitive 
in the usual sense if p is transitive. It follows that the stabilizers of a transitive action 
are conjugate by inner automorphisms of g (i.e. the automorphisms from the group 
generated by exp(ad u), for u E g6). 
We also make some remarks concerning vector fields on the split supermanifolds. If 




iTp = Ver,0 = {S E 7 1 S(0,) C O,+, for all q E Z}. (2) 
Hellce D(M, 0) = @p2_-l up(M,Q) is a Z-graded Lie superalgebra. For studying the 
cohomology of the tangent sheaf it is useful to relate it to the locally free sheaf E 
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generating U = AC. One proves (see [8,9]) that for any p 2 -1 there exists an exact 
sequence of locally free analytic sheaves over M,.d = ( M,F) of the form 
0 --) I* C3 l\p+? ~7,5@~%+0, (3) 
where 0 = DerF is the tangent sheaf of the manifold Mrd. In particular, in the case 
p = -1 we have an isomorphism 
7-r N l-lo+&, 3.) = c*. 
The mapping ,3 is the restriction of a derivation of degree p onto the subsheaf F, and 
(Y identifies any sheaf homomorphism C: + Ap+’ 8 with a derivation of degree p which 
is zero on FT. 
The general case can be essentially reduced to the split one in the following way. 
Endow the tangent sheaf 7 with the following filtration: 
where 
7 = q-1, > 30) > *. . 3 Tm) 2 I(,+,) = 0, 14 
7tP) = (6 E 7 lb(O) C Jp, S(J) C LP+l} for p > 0. 
Thus we obtain a filtered sheaf of Lie superalgebras. One sees that the associated 
graded sheaf of Lie superalgebras gr7 is naturally isomorphic to 7 = 2)er gr 0 (see 
[S]). Hence for any p 2 -1 we have an exact sequence 
0 --) 7@+r) + 7(p) - ?;1 - 0. (5) 
1.3. Deformations of compact stipermanijolds 
We want to recall here some facts from the deformation theory of complex analytic 
supermanifolds developped in [12] (see also [14]). I n order to avoid using the notion of 
complex analytic superspace, we restrict ourselves to the case of a smooth deformation 
base which corresponds to the classical Kodaira-Spencer deformation theory. We give 
the necessary definitions in a very short form, referring to [12] for details. All the 
supermanifolds are assumed to be compact. 
Let (M, 0) be a compact supermanifold and let (P, F+) be a superdomain in Crls, 
0 E P. A deformation of (M, 0) with the base P is a surjective morphism of superma- 
nifolds ?r : (?JA,D) - (P, F+), of rank ~1s at any point of !JJ& whose fibre n-*( 0) is 
identified with (M,C?). F or any t E P the fibre k-*(t) has a natural structure of the 
supermanifold which we denote by (M, O),. A deformation is called trivz’al if x is the 
projection of the direct product (M, 0) x (P, Frl,). 0 ne defines naturally isomorphic 
deformations. If a deformation r : (?lJl,D) + P is given then any morphism of super- 
domains Y : (d2,Fpl,) + (P,F+) such that y(O) = 0 induces a certain deformation of 
(M, 0) with the base Q. 
A deformation (M,U)t, t E P, is called complete at the point 0, if each deformation 
of (M,(3) with the base Q is induced, over a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 E Q, 
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by a certain holomorphic mapping y : (Q, 0) -+ (P, 0). A complete deformation is called 
versa1 at the point 0, if the linear mapping duy is determined uniquely, and universal 
at the point 0, if the same is true for the mapping y itself, in a sufficiently small 
neighborhood of 0 E Q. 
The study of deformations of a compact complex supermanifold is closely related 
to the cohomology of its tangent sheaf 7 defined in the previous subsection. Here we 
formulate some principal assertions. 
I. Zf H’(M,I) = 0 then (M,C3) is rigid, i.e. any deformation (M,CJ)t, t E P, is 
isomorphic to a trivial deformation over a suficiently small neighborhood of 0 E P. 
II. If H2( M, 7) = 0 then there exists a versa1 deformation of (M, 0) whose base is a 
neighborhood of 0 in H’(M,I). 
For studying the properties of a concrete deformation, the so-called Kodairu-Spencer 
mapping is very important. We shall need its expression in the coordinate form. 
Let a deformation (M,0)t, t E P, of a supermanifold (M,0) be given. Then the 
deformation can be expressed in deforming the transition functions of an atlas of 
(M,#). Let this atlas consist ;f, an open cover (Ui)ieI of M and local coordinate 
systems (CC?), . . . ,2t),[ji), . . . , rlll ) defined in Ui. Let us suppose that the supermani- 
fold (M, 0)1, t E P is defined in the same cover (Ui)iel by the local coordinate system 
(zf’(t)),. . . ,zt)(t),[!i)(t),. . . ,&?(‘)), where z:)(O) = CC:), [l;‘)(O) = IF), and by the 
transition functions defined in U; II Uj and given by 
g’(t) = c#p’(slj’(t), . . . +&yt),$)(t), . . . &(t),t), (6) 
where 4e’ and ~4,; depend on t E P holomorphically. With any tangent vector u E Cl5 
we associate the l-cochain v = (v;j) of the cover (Ui)iEI with values in the tangent sheaf 
7 of (M,0) given by 
Here u . f is the derivative of a function f(t), t E P, along ‘1~ at the point 0. It turns 
out that v is a cocycle. Denoting by k(u) the cohomology class of v, we get a linear 
mapping k : ds + H’(M,I) which is the K o aira-Spencer mapping corresponding to d 
the deformation. 
III. Suppose that H2(M, 7) = 0. A deformation of (M,C?) is complete if and only if 
the corresponding Koduiru-Spencer mapping k is surjective. If k is un isomorphism 
then the deformation is versul. 
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1.4. A family of Lie superalgebras 
As was shown in [3], among finite-dimensional simple complex Lie superalgebras there 
exists a family depending on one complex parameter. Here we recall the construction 
of this family given in [lo], where it is denoted by f’(crr,cr2,crs). 
For the Lie superalgebra I’ to be defined we have 
dim T = 918, 
ro = sI(Vi) CBbl(V2) 636L(V3), 
Ti = VI @ V, @ V,, 
where dim VI = dim V2 = dim Vs = 2. We also assume that the adjoint representation 
of Ta in l?f is the tensor product of the standard representations of d(Vi),i = 1,2,3. 
Then the Lie superalgebra structure on T is determined by giving a symmetric bilinear 
mapping [., .] : ri x l?i + l?u invariant under l?a. One proves that the vector space of all 
such bilinear mappings is 3-dimensional and is spanned by the mappings q;, i = 1,2,3, 
given by 
q&l @ 22 @ z3,?41 @ ?42 @.3) = ~2(~2,Y2)~3(~3,Y3)Pl(~l,Yl), 
qZ(zl @~2@~3,?/1 ‘8?/2@?/3) = ~1(51,Y1)~3(23,Y3)P2(22,Y2), 
43(x1 @ 22 8 237% @ Y2 @ ?/3) = ?hh, !41)+2(~2, Y2)P3(23, !/3), 
where $; is a fixed non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form on V; and pi : Vi x V;: --) 
sl(Vi) is given by 
P&r, Y)(Z) = MY, z)z - @;(W)Y. 
Thus, 
[u, 4 = WIl(U, 4 t fl2Q2(UL, 4 t ~3Q3(% 47 
where u; E CT. The Jacobi identity is equivalent to the equation 
(9) 
01 t 02 = 63 = 0. 
The corresponding Lie superalgebra is denoted by I’(ar, 02,03). 
One proves that I’(ar ,02, c3) is simple if and only if all u; # 0. Further, I’(ar, 02, a3) 
and I(ai,ai, 0;) are isomorphic if and only if the triple (ai,ai,a&) can be obtained 
from (gr,c72, CT~) by a permutation and a multiplication by a non-zero complex number. 
It follows that I’(ar, (~2, ~3) regarded up to isomorphism essentially depends on one 
complex parameter, Excluding the Lie superalgebra I’(O,O, 0), characterized by the 
condition [Ii, IT] = 0, we can parametrize our family by the complex projective line 
@I@ with homogeneous coordinates crr,o2. One also uses the notation (see [3]) 
I’(~r,(r2,~3) = 0(2,l;cr), where Q = ar/az. 
In terms of (Y, the isomorphy condition is formulated as follows: D(2,l; o) 21 D(2,l; cr’) 
if and only if Q and Q’ lie in the same orbit of the group of order 6 generated by 
cy H l/o and cr H --cy - 1. 
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We need an explicit description of the bracket in I’(ar , ~72,~s) expressed in terms of 
a basis of this Lie super-algebra. We identify each vector space V; with (E2 and denote 
by er,e2 the standard basis of c2. Then each sl(V;) is identified with ~12(@). Choose 
the basis of sl(Vi), i = 1,2,3, given by 
Then er, fi, hl,ez,fZ, hs,es,fs, h3 is a basis of ru. Clearly, 
[h;,e;] = 2e;, [h;,f;] = -2fiy [e;, f;] = h;, (10) 
and any two basic elements with different indices give the zero bracket. Now, we choose 
the following basis of ri: 
21 = -e2@q gel, z2 = -e2 @ e2 @ el, z3 = -e2 @J e2 @ e2, 
z4 = e2 @ el @ e2, z5 = el @ el @ el, z6 = el @e2 @elr 
z7 = el @ e2 @ e2, z8 = -el @ el @ e2. 
Using (1) and choosing the determinant of a matrix as &, we get the following tables 
which express the brackets [e;,zj], [fi,zj], [hi,zj], [zi,zj] (see also [lx]): 
I 








































-z7 -zS 0 0 
0 0 -z1 -z2 
-z3 -z4 z5 z6 
-z4 0 0 z5 
0 -z3 z6 0 
-z3 z4 z5 -z6 
z2 -z1 0 0 
0 0 -&3 z7 
-z3 -z4 z5 z6 










z6 z7 z8 
0 0 -2qf1 0 0 2u3e3 A4 -2uze2 
0 0 0 -2u1f1 -2u3f3 0 -2u2f2 A2 
-2a,f1 0 0 0 AI 2u2f2 0 -2u3f3 
0 -2u1f1 0 0 202e2 A3 203f3 0 
0 -2u3e3 AI 2a2e2 0 0 2ulel 0 
203e3 0 202f2 A3 0 0 0 2fllel 
-44 -202f2 0 2a3f3 2ulel 0 0 0 
-2a2e2 A2 -2ff& 0 0 2ulel 0 0 
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Here 
AI = mhl + nh2 + 63, A2 = alh ta2h2 -~3h3, 
A3 = alhl -02hstash3, A4 = alhI - a2h2 - a3h3. 
Now we consider certain special cases. 
(i) ur = (~2 = ~3 = 0. Then [I’?, I’i] = 0. Thus, J?(O,O,O) = I’6 $ ri, where ri is a 
commutative ideal. 
(ii) ~1 = 1, 02 = -1, (~3 = 0. Table 2 implies that [l?i,f’i] = (el,fi,hl,ez,f2,hg) 
N fiI4@)@&?(C). L e us denote t = [I’i, I’,] @ ri. Then t! is an ideal and the semidirect t 
decomposition holds 
I’(&1,O) = @ (es,fs,ba), 
where (es, fs, h3) 2: d,(C). 0 ne sees that e N pst212(C) = GI~~~(Q/(I~), where s[~,~(@) = 
V E gf212(C) I strx = 01 ( see Section 3.2). Also one has I’(l,-1,0) N Detps1212(@). 
(iii) We have I’(1, -3, -3) N D(2,l; 1) = o~p,~~(C) (see Section 2.1). 
1.5. Root systems and parabolic subalgebras. Flag supermanifolds 
Let g be a complex Lie superalgebra. Let us denote ad;, i = O,l, the adjoint repre- 
sentation of the Lie algebra go in go and gi, respectively. We say that g is of classical 
type if go is reductive in g, i.e. if ado and adr are completely reducible. Suppose that g 
is of classical type and choose a Cartan subalgebra te of go. Then we get the weights 
of the representation ad; with respect to tn. The non-zero weights are called the even 
roots (for i = 0) and the odd roots (for i = 1); we denote by A; these two sets of roots 
and form the disjoint union 
A=A,uA, 
called the root system of g (with respect to to). We have the corresponding root de- 
composition 
where t (the centralizer of te) is a Cartan subalgebra of g. One sees easily that 
[gcr7 BP1 c ga+p ifqP,atPEA, 
[ga,gsa] c t if a E A. 
Let W denote the Weyl group of the Lie algebra ga respective to t.u. Clearly, W acts 
on A, transforming each A;, i = 0, 1, into itself. 
There exists a real form to(R) of 6~ such that all the roots take real values on it. For 
any x0 E tu we set 
4(x0) = t@ @ ga* 
a(zo)>O 
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Clearly, P(x0) is a subalgebra of g. The subalgebras of this form will be called parabolic. 
Clearly, the subalgehra Q(Q) depends only on the subset C(Q) = {(Y E A 1 Q(Q) > 0) 
of A. The subsets of this form will be referred to as parabolic ones. The Weyl group 
I&’ permutes the parabolic subalgebras and the parabolic subsets associated with tn. 
It is well known that in the case g = go the above definition gives exactly the 
subalgebras containing a Bore1 (i.e. a maximal solvable) subalgebra which contains 
t = tn. It follows that in general case P(Q) n go is a parabolic subalgebra of go in the 
usual sense of this word. Note that a parabolic subalgebra of g need not in general 
contain any maximal solvable subalgebra of g. 
As an example, we list all the parabolic subsets of the root system A of the Lie 
superalgebra I’(01,02,0s) using the notation of the previous subsection. We choose in 
go N s[~((C)~ the Cartan subalgebra 
to = (hl, h2, hs) 
and denote by ~1, ~2,~s the dual basis of tz. Then 
A, = {&2&r, f2g2, *2&s}. 
Now, t = tu and 
A, = {&I f &2 f Ed}. 
It follows from (4) and Table 1 that the root subspaces have the following form: 
628, = (ed, g-zE, = (fi), i = I,%% 
B--E1+C2+E3 = (Zl), B-El-E2+63 = (z2), B-C*-E2-Q = (z3), g-q+c2-q = (zq), 
BE1 fez +c3 = @5), gq-w+cg = (z6), gq-e2-c3 = (z7), geI+c2-c3 = (ZS). 
TO classify the parabolic subsets of A, it is convenient to use instead of W the group 
Aut(A) of all automorphisms of A. It is generated by W and by all permutations of 
E;. We omit the proof of the following assertion. 
Proposition 1. Up to a transformation from Aut(A), the root system A contains 
only the following six parabolic subsets Ci f A (the corresponding points x0 also are 
indicated) : 
1) Cl = {~ik~,f2~2,f%3,~1 f~2f~g}, zo = h,; 
2) C2 = {~E~,~E~,&~E~,E~ I~EZ f&g}, x0 = 2hI + h2; 
3) C3 = {~E~,~E~,~~E~,EI FEZ f&3,-&1 +ez f&3}, 20 = hl + h2; 
4) x4 = {2&1,2&2,2&3,&1 *&2+&3,&1*&2-E3,-&1 +&2+E3)}, 
cc0 = 3hI + 2hz + h,; 
5) Cs = (2&1,2~~, 2~3,~r f ~2 * ~3}, xo = 4hl + 2hz + h,; 
6) &= {2&1,2&2,2&3,&1+&2f&3,&1-&2+&3,-&1 +&2+&3}, 
xo = hl + h2 + h3. 
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The inclusions between these subsets are as follows: 
Cl 3 c2 c c3 
U U 
Gi c x4 1 x6. 
In particular, 25 and &j are the only minimal, while Cl and C3 are the only maximal 
parabolic subsets of A, up to an automorphism from Aut(A). 
Suppose that g is of classical type. A homogeneous space (M, 0) of g is called a flag 
supermanifold of g if the subalgebra gZ is parabolic for any 2 E M. Clearly, in this case 
Mrd is a flag manifold of a reductive complex Lie group Go having go as its tangent 
algebra. 
2 . A deformation of @@I4 
2.1. The projective superline as a Jag supermanifold 
As the simplest example of a flag supermanifold, we consider now the projective 
superline @lP’ lm, m > 1 (see [S]). A point of it is given by a row of homogeneous 
coordinates 
657 *** &40,x1), (11) 
where & are the odd and 2; the even indeterminates, which is defined up to a non-zero 
complex multiple. We regard (x0, ~1) as the homogeneous coordinates on M = @IID1 and 
cover this manifold, as usually, by two coordinate domains U; = {x; # 0}, i = 0,l. In 
U;, we may suppose that X; = 1. Thus, we describe the point of CIP1lm by the rows 
(b,... &, Lx) over UO, 
&.. kin7 x’, 1) over cil. 
Here (x,&j) and (x’,[$) are local coordinates in Uo and U1 respectively and the tran- 
sition functions in UO n U1 have the form 
[j = 2 ‘-I(‘, j = 1,. . . ,m. (12) 
Clearly, @P’Im is a split supermanifold, and its reduction is @@. 
Now, we are going to construct an action p of the Lie superalgebra g&,+(C) on 
CPIIm. It is defined in a usual way by differentiating the action of the Lie supergroup 
GL,+(C) given by 
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Denote by E;j E &p(C) th e matrix whose entries are 0 except of the (i,j)-entry which 
is equal to 1. Expressing the vector fields on @P1lm by means of the local coordinates 
in Uu, we get 
d 
cp(Eij) = -t;%, i,j = 1,. . . ,m, 
+%+I,~+I) = x& + v, 
&%+1,m+2) = -;> 
v~(Em+i?,m+1) = x2; + zv, 
&%+z,m+z) = -& 
@i,,,+~)=-Fi(xk+v), i=l,..., m, 
c~(Ei,m+2) = F,& i = l,... ,m, 
d 
cp(&+l,J = -%, j = l,... rm, 
d 




One verifies easily that Ker 9 = (Im+2), so that cp induces an effective action of the Lie 
superalgebra 4g1,,,12(@) N glm12(@)/(Im+2) on CP’lm. 
The action p is transitive. In fact, Irnq contains the vector fields d/&r, a/a&, 
j = l,... , m, so that 9” is surjective for any z E Uu. Now, we have s28/dz + V = 
-(a/ax’), xcal& = a/at;, and hence the same is true for x E Ur. Denoting by o the 
point x = 0 in Uu, we have 
f&d@>0 = (Ej, i Z m + 1, &+I,~+I). 
Then fAn12(Q o = 4(x0>, where xo = &I + . . . + Em,m + Em+2,m+2 E to(~) = 
(-%I,. . . , Em+2,m+2)~. Thus, CP1lm is a flag supermanifold of gl,12(C). 
Actually, 9 induces an isomorphism of #gl,12(@) onto o(@P1lm) (see [8,11]). 
Now we want to restrict the action p onto the subalgebra 054,12(C) of g1,12(@). 
For simplicity, we consider the case m = 4 which we shall study in what follows. The 
subalgebra 06p412(C) has the basis 
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el = E56, fl = E65, hl = Es5 - E66, 
e2 = El2 - E43, f2 = &I - E34, h2 = &I - E22 - ~933 + E44, 
e3 = E23 - El4, f3 = E32 - E41, h3 = El1 t E22 - E33 - E44, 
21 = E15 - E63, 22 = E25 - E64, ~3 = E35 - E61, ~4 = E4s - E62, 
~5 = E16 + E53, z6 = E26 + E54, z7 = E36 + &il, z8 = E46 + E52. 
It corresponds to the basis of I( 1, -f, -$) denoted in the same way under the 
isomorphism mentioned in Section 1.4. Clearly, 
YW = -& y(f1) = at x2-+xv, #4 = 2~; + v, 
de9 = -FI& t F4&, v(f2) = -t2& + t3&, 
d a d 8 
@2)=-+jpE2&Gdb-~4@-4r 
de3) = -F2& + ?5 &, cp(fs) = -t3& + t4&, 
a a a a 
G3) =-~1~-~2ar,t~3~tF4~, 
Y("1)=-~6&&6v, ~(z*)=-x~2-&&_~2v; 
(P(z3) = --26&.& -[3V, 
d a 
(P(z4) = --2<4&2= -J4V, 
Y(Z5) = 6; - &, dz6) = t2; - &, 
dz7)=t3&&, +,,=t4&&. 
2.2. The construction of a deformation 
In this subsection, a l-parameter holomorphic family of supermanifolds will be con- 
structed which contains @lP114. To do this, it is sufficient to deform the transition 
functions (12). Consider the functions 
x = xl-1 + 2tx’-w, 
<l = 2 '-1t; t tx’-Qi;, 
(2 = x '-?$ t tx’-q, 
<3 = x I-'[$ t tx’-%;, 
(4 = x '-'!$ ttx'-26& 
(13) 
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where t E C is a fixed parameter and the following notation is used: 
bj = a* I I 
q 
j = 1,2,3,4. 
They are holomorphic in UurWi. The inverse transformation is given by the holomorphic 
functions 
2’ = 2-l + 2tx-3s, 
(; = x-lt1 + tx-263, 
(; = x-‘12 + tx-2S4, 
c$; = x--y3 + tx-%5*, 
(i, = x-l& + tx-%2, 
where 
Gluing together two copies of @r14 with the help of these transition functions, we 
get the family of supermanifolds P(t) holomorphically depending on t E Cc. Clearly, 
P(0) = CP114. It follows from (13) that the split supermanifold corresponding to any 
P(t) coincides with @IP*14 (actually, as we shall see later, P(t) is not split for t # 0). 
Note that we do not, for the sake of simplicity, mention t in the notation of the local 
coordinates on P(t) (cf. Section 1.3). 
It turns out that all the supermanifolds P(t) are flag supermanifolds. To show this, 
we define certain vector fields on P(t), deforming the vector fields cp(e;),v(c),v(h;), 
q(Zj) which were given in the previous subsection. Namely, we set 
El = -& Fl = (x2 - 2tqa + xv + tw, 
dX 
ffl = 2x& + v, 
a d d 0 
E2=-‘5~+e4~7 Ei=-[2Gtt3aE4, 
H2=-b&tt2&+[3&C&, 
d a a d 
E3=-12&t1ar,> F3 =-GdEztt4=, 
d 
H3=-tl&-Gdlz L+t3&tt4&-4, 
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22 = -(d2 + t64); + n$--4 - J2v - t (-h[2& - bG& + ,1,&J) 
where 
a 
W=b3@y+“4a[2 a+, *&+d2&. 
These vector fields are defined on uo, but, as the direct calculation shows, all they 










Using the direct calculations and Tables 1 and 2, we get 
Proposition 2. Let e;,fi,h;,zj be the basis of I’(l,-$(l + t),-$(l - t)) defined in 
Section 1.5. Then there exists a unique action yt of T’(l,-i(l + t),-i(l -t)) on P(t) 
such that 
cpt(e;) = E;, R(C) = 4, 
cpt(h;) = H; for i = 1,2,3; 
cpt(zj) = Zj for j = 1,2,3,4. 
Here cpo coincides with the action q of 0~~412(@) = I’( 1, - 4, - fr) defined in Section 2.1. 
One verifies easily the following assertion which shows that P(t) is a flag superman- 
ifold of F(l,-i(l +t),-i(1 - t)). 
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Proposition 3. The action qt is transitive for any t E C. If o E Uo is the point defined 
by x = 0, then its stabilizer 
r(l,--$(I+ t>,-;(I -t)>O = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
is the parabolic subalgebra of I’( 1, -i( 1 + t), -i( 1 - t)) containing t = (hl, h2, h3) and 
corresponding to the maximal subset (-2~1, f2~2, f2~3, -&I f~2&3} of the root system 
A (see Proposition 1, the subset of type 1). 
2.3. The cohomology of the tangent sheaf of CI@114 
Here we calculate the Lie superalgebra H”(@P1,7) and the vector superspace 
H1(@IP,7), where 7 is the sheaf of vector fields on the split supermanifold UP’14 
(the higher cohomology is, clearly, zero). The results are, in principle, well known, but 
we shall determine the Z-graded structure and the action of the group Sod(@) x SL2(Q 
in these cohomology spaces which will be used in what follows. To compute the co- 
homology, we shall use the following method applied, e.g., in [8], [ll]. The struc- 
ture sheaf of @P411 has the form A\c, where C is a locally free analytic sheaf on CJP’ 
which is homogeneous with respect to the group GL4(@) x GLz(C) or to its subgroup 
SO,(C) x SL$). s ince the tangent sheaf 0 of CP is homogeneous, too, we can com- 
pute the cohomology of the sheaves E* @ A E and 0 @ A E using the Borel-Weil-Bott 
theory (see [2]). T o p roceed in this way, we need the description of the sheaves E 
and 0 in terms of representations. For the group GL4(C) x GL2(@) one gets such a 
description from [9], where it was given for an arbitrary super-Grassmannian. Having 
in mind further applications, it will be more convenient for us to use the subgroup 
Go = Sod(C) x SL2(Q N SLz(c) x SL2(Q x SL2(@). Now we give the necessary de- 
scription in terms of this subgroup. 
We shall use the basis e;,f;, hi, i = 1,2,3 of the tangent algebra go of Go given 
in Section 2.1 and its Cartan subalgebra tc = (hl, hz, h3). Let ~1,~2,~3 be the dual 
basis of tg; we shall use {2&r, 2&2,2&a} as the system of positive roots. Denote y = 
$(2&1+2&2+2&s) = &1+&2+&g. Let p;, i = 1,2,3, denote the standard representations 
of the simple factors of Go having E; as its highest weights and let Ad; denote the adjoint 
representations of these factors. We denote by 1 the l-dimensional trivial representation. 
The reductive part of the stabilizer P = (Go), is R = Sod(C) x cx, where Cx is 
embedded into SLz(C) by z H diag(z, z-r). Let c denote the standard representation 
of cx such that da = ~3. Then E is determined by the representation $ of P such that 
and the isotropy representation r of P determining 0 satisfies 
Now we calculate the cohomology of d, = E* @ A”,?. 
The sheaf do is determined by the representation +* with the highest weight &l + 
~2 + ~3 which is dominant. By Bott’s theorem, 
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dim H’(CPr,dn) = 8, 
the representation of Gu is p1 CXI p2 (s, ps; 
H’(CIF’,dn) = 0. 
For dr we have the representation 
($,+ @ ?W = p; @ p; = Ad,@Ad;!+Ad,+Ad;!+l. 
Therefore, 
dim H"(CP*,d~)= 16, 
the representation of Gn splits into 4 components Ad1 @Adz,Adr, Ad2,l 
of dimensions 9,3,3,1; 
H’(@P’,dr) = 0. 
For AZ we have the representation ($* B A” +)JR = (pr CZI p2) A2(pr 8 p2) 8 c*. For 
any its weight X the weight X + 7 is singular. Therefore 
H”(CP’,dz) = H’(CP’,dz) = 0. 
For A3 we have the representation (T/J* 8 A3+)lR = pf CQ pi 8 (o*)~. For any of 
highest weights X of p: @ p$, the weight X - ‘k3 + 7 = X + ~1 +EZ - .53 has index 1, and 
(X + ~1 + ~2 + ~3) - 7 = X. It follows that 
H”(@P1,ds) = 0; 
dim H’(CIF*,ds) = 16, 
the representation of Gn splits into 4 components Ad1 @Adz,Adr ,Adz, 1 
of dimensions 9,3,3,1. 
For dg we have the representation (+I* QD A” +)lR = p1 @ p2 8 (u*)~. For its highest 
weight X we have A+7 = 2~+%~--2~~. Thus, X+7 has index 1 and (2~~ +?k2+‘k3)-7 = 
~1 + ~2 + ~3. Therefore, 
H”(CIP’,dq) = 0; 
dim H’(@P’,d4) = 8, 
the representation of Gn is pr @ p2 IB ~3. 
Similarly one studies the cohomology of BP = 0 8 APE. 
The sheaf Bn is determined by the representation T with the dominant highest weight 
2~3. Therefore, 
dim H”(CIP’,Z?u) = 3, 
the representation of Gu is Ads; 
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we have the representation (r@$)lR = pi @3p2 8~ with the dominant highest 
f ~2 + ~3. Therefore, 
dim H’(@P’, Bt) = 8, 
the representation of Go is pr @ p2 @ ~3; 
H’(CP’, B,) = 0. 
we have the representation (7 @ A2 $)lR = Adr + Adz. Hence, 
dim H”(CP1, B2) = 6, 
the representation of Go splits into 2 components Adr, Ad2 
of dimensions 3, 3; 
H’(CP’, B2) = 0. 
we have the representation (r @ A” $)lR = pr 8 p2 8 u*. Hence, 
H”(@P1, B3) = H’(Cll5 B3) = 0. 
we have the representation (7 8 A4 $)lR = (o*)~. It follows that 
N”(CP1, B4) = 0; 
dim H’(CIP’, B4) = 1 with the trivial representation of Go. 
Now we pass to the cohomology of 7. The result of the calculation is as follows. 
Proposition 4. The dimensions of Hp(C@, 5) are indicated in the following table: 
q= I-1 0 12 3 4 
p=o 8 19 8 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 10 8 1 
The following representations of Gu are induced in these cohomology spaces: 
Pl @P2@‘3 for(p,q) = (07MOJM173); 
Adl~Adz+Adl+Adz+Ad3+1 for(p,q)=(O,O); 
Ad1 @Ad2+1 for (p,q)= (1,2); 
1 for (p,q) = (14). 
Proof. We use the exact cohomology sequences associated with (3). In all cases, except 
of one, the mappings in these sequences are determined uniquely. The exceptional 
mapping is the connecting homomorphism a of the exact sequence 
0 + H”(@,d3) + H”(ClF1,7-) + H”(@lk+B2) -?+ H’(C@,d3) 
----) H1(mJ,72) --) H’(@@, B2) ---) 0. 
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We need to prove that 8 is injective, or, what is the same, that H”(@IP1,7~) = 0. It can 
be deduced from a result of [8,1 l] 1 c aiming that a(@P114) E ps1412(C), but we give an 
easy direct proof here. 
A vector field X E H”(cP1,7z) must have in Vu the form 
where e;j, b;j are holomorphic in Ue. Hence 
X(X’) = - 2 U;j(X’-‘)E:ifi* 
i,j=l 
It follows that aij = const. NOW, 
X(.$J = -5’-1 (2 Cld~j[~~~)~h + X’-’ 2 b;/,JX’-1)6i* 
i,j=l i=l 
This implies that a;j = b;k = 0 for all ;,j, k. Thus, X = 0. 
It follows from Proposition 4 that dim H”(@iF1,7) = 19116. Since pg1412(C) has the 
same dimension, the action 9 defined in Section 2.1 is an isomorphism pg1412(@) +
o(C@14) (see also [8,11]). On th e other hand, we have dim Hl(C@,ir) = 1118 which 
was proved in [12]. 
It is important for us to know the explicit form of 1-cocycles representing certain 
cohomology classes. We express them as tech cocycles relative of the cover {Uu, Ur} 
of @ED’. Such a cocycle w is given by a vector field 001 defined in Ue n Ur. 
Proposition 5. The basic element of @(@@,74) is given by the cocycle II such that 
d 
Q-J1 = x-‘s-. 
8X 
Proof. Clearly, vu1 = q5(z)68/8 x, where 4 is holomorphic on Ue n U1. Since the coho- 
mology class of v is not trivial, the vector field vu1 is holomorphic neither on UO nor 
on 17,. But we have 
vo1 = -x ‘-2qqx’-1)S’d/dx’. 
This implies that 4(x) = cx-l, where c E @. 
A little more complicated argument gives the following assertion. 
Proposition 6. The Go-invariant basic element of H’(@JP*, 72) is given by the cocyde 
w such that 
wo1 = x -lw. 
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2.4. The cohomoloyy of P(t) 
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Now we are able to calculate the cohomology groups H~(@IP’,ir(t)). We use the 
exact sequeuces (5) which in our case have the form 
0 + 7(t)(,+,) - 7(t)(q) + ? + 0. (15) 
We may assume that the action p(t) induces an action of the group Ge on the structure 
sheaf of P(t) leaving invariant the parity of an element. Therefore, this action preserves 
the filtration (2). Clearly, all homomorphisms in (15) are Gu-equivariant . Therefore 
the corresponding cohomology exact sequence is an exact sequence of Gu-modules and 
their homomorphisms. 
Using (14) for q = 4,3,2, we see from Proposition 4 that 
H0(CiP’,7(t)(4)) = H0(CiP’,7(t)(3)) = P(@P’,ir(t)(,)) = 0, 
H’(CP’,I(t)@)) N P(@rP,I~), 
H’(@,7(t)(,)) = H’(CiI93) $ H’(@PJ’,;r,), 
H’(CP’,7(t)(,)) N H’(ClP’,73 $ Hl(CIP’,7!3) $ N’(CP’,I~). 
In the case q = 1 we have the exact sequence 
0 + Hu(Cr&7(t)(*)) + H0(ClP’,71) 
- H’(CP’,7(t)(*)) - H1(@P’,7(t)(l)) -0. 
We are going to prove that its connecting homomorphism is injective or, what is the 
same, that H”(CIP1,7(t)(,)) = 0. If it is not the case, there should be a vector field X E 
H”(C@,7(t)(i))i mapped onto the highest vector X0 of the Go-module HO(@BD~,~~). 
Clearly, Xo = 7(&s) = &d/&c. Therefore, 
i=l 
where ai,bfj, ck are holomorphic in Uu. Now, X is a highest vector relative to Go of 
the weight ~1 + E:! + ~3. In particular, [El, X] = 0, which implies that all a;, bfj, ck are 
constant. From [ Hr , X] = X we get easily that all a; = ck = 0. Thus, 
X = ~1~ + ( f: b,k,~,E,) ~, 
i,j,k=l 
Therefore, 
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We also have 
One checks immediately that X(G) contains the term 2tx’-1S’ and, hence, is not 
holomorphic in Ur, if t # 0. This gives a contradiction. 
It follows that 
H’(CB’,l(t)(,)) N H1(@P1,7~) $ H’(ClP,7i). 
In the case q = 0 we have the exact sequence 
0 + H”(CP’,7(t)(,)) * H0(ClP1,7b) 
-5 H’(CrP,7(t)(,)) + H’(@P’,7(t)(o)) + 0. 
Here we have to prove that the connecting homomorphism d maps the irreducible 
components of H”(@lF1,7e) of dimensions 9 and 1 injectively. The component of di- 
mension 9 is dealt with by an argument, similar to one applied above. The invariant 
basic element of H”(Cp1,7e) is the vector field 
We can lift V on Ue to the section V(t) of the sheaf I(t)(,) and on Ur to the section 
V’(t) of the same sheaf, where V(t) and V’(t) are expressed in the deformed coordinates 
on P(t) by the same formula as V. Then f, = 8(V) is represented by the cocycle z such 
that 
201 = v’(t) - v(t) = -stx4 + 2tx-‘w. 
tIX 
It follows from Proposition 5 that c # 0 for t # 0. 
Thus, we have for t # 0 
HyClP’,7(t)(,)) N c910 with the representation Adr + Ad2 + Ads, 
H’(CP’,7(t)(,)) N do with the trivial representation. 
In the latter l-dimensional vector space, we may choose as a basic element the class of 
the cocycle TJ given by (13). 
In the case q = -1 we have the exact sequence 
0 + H”(CP’,7(t)(,)) + Hy@P’,I(t)) + H0(@,7_r) 
+ H’(cP’,‘T(t)(,)) + P(m*,7(t)) + 0. 
Clearly, it follows that, for t # 0, 
H”(CP’,7(t)) N H”(@JP,7(t)(,)) $ P(@P’,7(t)(_,)) 21 c910 63 c”l*, 
H’(@lPf,7(t)) N H’(m’,7(t)(,)) N do. 
The above argument implies the following theorem 
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Theorem 1. Suppose that t # 0. The uction q defined in Section 2.2 is an isomor- 
phism ofr(l,-f(l+ t),-$(l- t) onto a(P(t)). The cohomology group H’(ClP’,7(t)) 
is a trivial Go-module of dimension 110 whose basic element 8 is represented by the 
cocycle v such that 
a 
001 = x-‘s-. ax 
Corollary. (i) Zf t + 0 then P(t) is not isomorphic to CP114 and, hence, is non-split. 
(ii) If t, t’ # 0 and P(t) N P(t’) th en t is obtained from 1’ by a fractional linear 
transformation from a group generated by t H -t and t H 3 + t/l + t. 
Proof. (i) By Theorem 1, a(P(t)), t # 0, is not isomorphic to pg141z(c). 
(ii) If P(t) N IP(t’) th en o(P(t)) z a(P(t’)) and, h ence, I(l,-i(l+ t),-!j(l -t)) N 
I(l,-$(l + t’),-;(l -t’)). N ow the assertion follows from Section 1.4. 
Now we want to deduce from Theorem 1 the universality of our deformation. 
Theorem 2. The deformation P(t) with the base C1lo is universal at any point t # 0. 
Proof. Since H2(CIP1,7(t)) = 0, we may apply the assertion III from Section 1.3. 
Using (8), we see that for any t E C the cohomology class k(a/&) is represented by 
the cocycle u such that 
2101 = -2x f-36,; + 2’-2 2 a;_j& = -2x-‘6; + x-lw. 
j=l 3 
We see from the proof of Theorem 1 that, for any t # 0, v is cohomologous to the 
cocycle V’ given by v&r = 2x-‘M/ax. Hence, 
Therefore, k : C1lo + H’(CP’, 7(t)) is an isomorphism for any t # 0. Hence the 
deformation is versa1 at any t # 0. The universality follows from Corollary (ii) of 
Theorem 1 which implies that, for each to # 0, IF’(t) and IP(t’), t # t’, are not isomorphic 
for any t, t’ sufficiently close to to. 
3. A deformation of a super-Grassmannian 
3.1. The simplest non-split super- Grassmannian 
We consider here the complex super-Grassmannian Gr212,111 which, as was proved in 
[6], is non-split. A point of it is given by a matrix of the form 
( uo u1 (1 t2 71 > 112 Do Vl ’ W-5) 
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where u;, vi are even and .$,~jj the odd indeterminates, defined up to multiplication 
by an invertible (111) x (111) matrix on the left. We regard (ue,ur) and (vu,vr) as 
homogeneous coordinates on two copies of the projective line (IP1 and construct the 
cover of M = CP’ x C’IID’ by the open sets Ur , Uz, 173, UJ defined, respectively, by the 
following four conditions: 
UlVl # 0, UlVO # 0, UOVl # 0, uovo # 0. 
Multiplying (16) by the inverse of an invertible 2 x 2 submatrix replaces this submatrix 
by the identity matrix. Thus, the point of the super-Grassmannian will be given by a 
matrix of one of the following forms: 
Over U1: 
( 
Xl 1 [l 0 
71 0 Yl ) 1 ’ 
Over Uz: 
( 
X2 1 0 (2 
v“ ) 0 1 Y2 ’ 
Over Us: 
( 
1 X3 G 0 
0 q3 313 ) 1 ’ 
Over rid : 
( 
1 X4 0 (4 
) 0 174 1 Y4 * 
We regard the quadruple (x;, yi,[;, vi) as a local coordinate system of the super- 
Grassmannian Gr212,,ll in [Ii,; = 1,2,3,4, x;,y; being the even coordinates and &,qi 
the odd ones. The transition functions on the intersections 171 II U;, i = 2,3,4, have the 
following form: 






-X3 73 Y3 t x&537j3 ) 
(17) 
= 
XT1 t X42Y;1E4714 -Xi1 YT154 
-X_pY‘p774 
-1 
Y4 ) - X41Y;2E4714 * 
We note that 17; I-I Uj # 0 for all i,j and that the remaining transition functions can 
be easily got from (17). Thus, the super-Grassmannian Gr212,rlI can be constructed by 
gluing together four copies of the superdomain C212 with the help of the functions (17). 
The reduction of this supermanifold is CIP’ x CP’. 
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The supermanifold Gr,lz,r iI is a flag supermanifold of the Lie superalgebra gQ2(@). 
The action cp of this Lie superalgebra is defined by differentiating the action of the 
Lie supergroup GL,+(C) on Gr212,111 which multiplies the matrix (16) by A-‘, A E 
GL,j2(C), on the right. We use the notation of Section 2.1 for the basic matrices E;j 
and express the vector fields on Gr,lz,rll by means of the local coordinates on Ur, 
denoting them for brevity just as 2, y, <, 7. The direct computation shows that 
y(E12) = x22 - r,,d + xv, 
i?X dY 
PW21) = -& 
d 28 
$@34) = hz + Y dy t YV, 
d 
M43) = _dy’ 
Q@ll) = -g - 76, 
d d 
VP221 = xz -t- + 
d d 
YF33) = -Y,,-+ 
d d 
v(E44) = Y@rlF, 
a d 
vV13) = 17% - xz, 
d d d 
5@14) = vd, - ~17~ + XY@, 
d 
$@23) = -2’ 
d d 
$@24) = 77% t 3%~ 
M31) = 4; t y&, $@32) = -& t y$ t “y&, 





Clearly, Kerv = (Id), so that 9 induces an effective action of pg1212(@). One checks 
easily that the action is transitive. Denoting by o the point x = y = 0 in Ur, we see 
that 
6t212(C)0 = (Eij, (i,j) # (2, I), (2,3), (4, I), (4,3)) = P(x~), 
where xn = Err + Es3 E t(R) in the notation of Sexction 2.1. 
3.2. A deformation of Gr212,rlr 
We shall construct here a deformation of Gr212,111 with the base C210e In order to do 
this, we define the following rational functions x;~, yit on Ui, i = 1,2,3,4, holomorphi- 
tally depending on t E C: 
xit = 'i t 3(t + l)y*~l~i77i, 
Yit = Y; t $(t - l)X;'J;7);. 
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Then, for any pair (tr , t2) E C2, the functions xitl, yitz ,&, 7; form a local coordinate 
system in a neignborhood of any point of U; - {z; = y; = 0). Therefore, in U;nUj, i # j, 
we have 
where Fij are holomorphic functions, depending holomorphically on tr , t2. Clearly, Fij 
can serve as transition functions for a supermanifold G(tl, t2). The direct computation, 





23 t3 = 
-+l3 Y3 + t2x;‘G113 ) 
(18) 
-1 
= ( x4 - ~lx,2Y,-‘E4714 -$Yy’E4 -“‘y’Yq1774 Y4 -l - t2xql y&q4 > - 
Here again, one determines easily the transition functions on the remaining intersections 
U; II Uj. 
Clearly, 6(-l, 1) = Gr212,111, while 6(0,0) is the split supermanifold corresponding 
to Gr212,111 and to any other supermanifold G(tl, t2). 
Starting to study this family of supermanifolds, we first show that it contains some 
pairs of isomorphic ones. 
Proposition 7. The following pairs of supermanifolds are isomorphic (for any 
(w2) E c2): 
(i) G(tl, t2) N G(ctl, ct2) for any c E Cx ; 
(ii) G(h,t2) = G(t2,tl). 
Proof. (i) We denote by xi(c), yi(c),t;(c),~(c) the local coordinates on G(ctl,ct2), 
corresponding to x;, y;,[;, q;, and define the isomorphism G(tl , t2) -+ G(ctl , ctz) by 
Xi(C) = Xi, y;(C) = yi, (i(C) = Cek[i, ‘7;(C) = C-3,, 
i = 1,2,3,4. 
It must be identical on A4 = CP’ x @@, and we need only to verify that our corre- 
spondence preserve the transition functions. We omit an easy calculation confirming 
this. 
(ii) Denote by z:, y;‘,[;‘, 71: the local coordinates on ZJi on G(t2, tl) corresponding to 
x;, y;, [i, 17;. In this case the isomorphism should map Ul and U4 onto itself and permute 
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Uz and Ua. We give it by the formulas 
x: = Yl, y: = Xl, <: = 771, 71; = -41, 
x; = Y2, y; = x2, G = 7l2, 71; = -J2, 
x/2 = Y3r y: = x3, G = 173, 17; = -6, 
xi = Y4, y: = x4, r: = q4, vi = -I49 
omitting the necessary verifications. 
Now we want to show that all G(tr,tz) are flag supermanifolds. It turns out that 
the vector fields v(E;j) on Gr212,r11 described above can be deformed into holomorphic 
vector fields on any G(tr,tz), (tr, t2) E C 2. These deformed fields are as follows: 
28 a El = x da: - t&q5 + xv, 
d 
Ji = -z’ HI = -2x; -V, 




dY’ H2 = -2ys - v7 
0 d 
H3=-<z+77s, 





24 = -hlIQ YR, 
2s = t1x.g t t2Y&& 
d 
+ (XY- t3mp$ 26 = t2g- t x2 
8Y 877 
a d 
27 = -t23&- t x-$p 2, = tlx+t2Yg- (“Y- t3&. 
Here we set 
t3 = -t1 - t2. 
We note, besides, that in these formulas 
Hr = &%--E22), H2 = @33-E44), H3 = P(-Eli-E22)= v(E33tE44), 
and Z7,Zs are deformed images of -Era, - El4 respectively. 
One checks easily that the vector fields E;, F;, H;, Zj, defined above are holomorphic 
on the whole G(tl, tz). But they do not span a subalgebra of t)(G(tl, t2)) if tl or t2 is 
not 0. In fact, we have 
d 
[&,z6] = t3[%, 
d 
[24,27]= t38;j.T 
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which actually are holomorphic on cL;r(tr , t2) for all tr, tz. Using Tables 1 and 2 from 
Section 1.4, one proves 
Proposition 8. (i) For any (tl,tz) E C 2, there exists a unique action I?(~,,~~) of the 
Lie superalgebra I?( 9 2 1, at2, $3) on G(tl,tz) such that 6(tl,tz)(e;) = &, iJ(tl,t,)(f;) = 
F;, 29ftl,tz)(h;) = H;, i = 1,. . . ,3; d(tl,t,,(z;) = &, i = 1,. . . ,8. 
(ii) The action y on Gr212,r11 defined in Section 3.1 can be decomposed as cp = 
6(_,,,) o x, where x is the homomorphism g1,i2(C) -+ I’($, -$,O) given by 
x(&2) = el, X(E21) = fl, 
x(E34) = e2, x(E43) = f2, 
&T~~) = ;(h, - k), x(E22) = +l + h3)7 
x(~33) = ;(h2 + h3), x(E44) = ;(-h2 + h3)7 
X(E31) = 21, x(E41) = 22, x(E23) = z37 x(E24) = z47 
x(E32) = z5, x(E42) = z6, x(&3) = -z77 x(E14) = -‘6* 
One also verifies the following assertion: 
Proposition 9. The action 29tt1,t2) is transitive for any (tl, t2) E C2). If o E Ul is the 
point given by x = y = 0 then 
r(+t~,$,&)~ = (el,h~,e;!,h2,e3,f3,h3,Z~,Z4,Z~,Z6,Z7,Zs) 
is the parabolic subalgebra of r(lt It 2 1, 2 2, its) containing t = (hr , h2, ha) and corre- 
sponding to the maximal subset {2~1,2~2,&2~3,~1 f ~2 f ~3, -&I $ ~2 f ~3) of the root 
system A (the subset C3 of Proposition 1). 
3.3. Another view on the family G(tl, t2) 
Suppose that a split supermanifold (M, /jF Z) of d imension n]2 is given. In [6, Ch. 4, 
Sec. 2, Prop. 91 a family of supermanifolds was constructed which contains all the 
supermanifolds having (M, AF ,5) as th e associated split supermanifold (a generalization 
to higher odd dimensions see in [12]). This family is parametrized by elements (Y E 
H’(M,OB/\~E), h w ere 0 is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields on (M, F). 
The class cr, corresponding to a supermanifold (M, 0) of the family, is the characteristic 
class of the extension 
where Z = Ker red N A” & as sheaves of F-modules. We want to show now that in the 
case, when (M,A\,E) = G(O,O), th is f amily essentially coincides with G(tl, t2). We use 
the method applied in [6, Ch. 4, Example 161. 
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Let us denote by 0(tr,ta) the structure sheaf of G(tr,tz). Then 0 = 0(-l, 1) is 
the structure sheaf of Gr212,,11 and U(O,O) can be identified with AF&, where E = 
J/(J)“,J = ((31). We have 
To describe the basic cohomology classes, consider the coordinate cover (U;)rGiGd of 
M. It is shown in [6] that a basis of this cohomology space is formed by the classes 
<u, (1 of the cocycles zn, zr defined by 
d 
(zO)13 = av, @ x,‘b?l, 
d 
@0)24 = au, @ x;1t2r/2, 
(20)12 = (zo)34 = 0, 
d 
@I)12 = -p& 8 Y,-‘b?l, 
d 
(a)34 = -dx, 8 q1t3r137 
(+)13 = (21)24 = 0. 
Here X; = red(zi), Y; = red(y;) are the local coordinates on CP’ x @P’ corresponding 
to CC;, y; and the remaining components of the cocycles are determined uniquely using 
the skew-symmetricity and the conditions 6zu = Szr = 0. 
Proposition 10. The characteristic class of the extension 
0 + /j”c: + 0(t1, t& 5 F ----) 0 
is equal to 
w 
c = -t1c1 + t2<2- 
Proof. One repeats an argument from [6]. Give a local splitting over Ui, i = 1,2,3,4, 
of the extension (18) by 
%(W = xi, 4iw = Yi- 
Then the characteristic class C is represented by the cocycle z such that _+ = qi - q;. 
Using (17), one sees that 
a4 = y& @ y,-%rl1 + t2& @ X,‘&Q, 
223 = tl&@Y;‘t272 +t2&@X,‘[l~l. 
d 
224 = t2m ‘@ x;?27?2, 7534 = tqjg3 @ yt33773. 
Thus, Zij = (-tICI + t2[2)ij for (i,j) = (1,2),(13),(24),(34). The condition 6z = 0 
implies the coincidence of the remaining components. 
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3.4. The cohomology of the tangent sheaf of G(tl, tz) 
This subsection contains the main results concerning the holomorphic vector fields 
and the deformations of G(tl, t2). We use the method already exploited in Section 2. 
The first step is the calculation of the cohomology of the split supermanifold G(O,O). 
We denote by AE and 7 its structure and tangent sheaves respectively and write M 
for @IF” x @P’ and 0 for the tangent sheaf of M. The graded sheaves 7,d = E* 18 r\E, 
B = 0 8 AZ are homogeneous with respect to the group Gu = GLz(C) x GLz(C), and 
hence their cohomology have a structure of Go-module. We denote by p;, det;, Ad; 
respectively the standard, the determinant and the adjoint representation of the ith 
simple factor of Gn, i = 1,2, and by 1 the trivial l-dimensional representation. The 
calculations, for the most part made in [9], give the following results. 
HO(M,do) splits, as a Go-module, into two components pr 8 pz 
and p; 8 p2 of dimensions 4 and 4. 
H”(M, dr) splits into 4 components 1, 1, detr @ detz, det; @ det2 
of dimensions 1, 1, l,l. 
HP( M, d4) = 0 for the remaining values of p, q. 
H”(M, Bo) splits into two components Adr and Ads of dimensions 3 and 3. 
H’(A4, B2) splits into two components 1 and 1 (see also Section 3.3). 
HP( M, B,) = 0 for the remaining values of p, q. 
Using the exact cohomology sequence associated with (3), we come to the following 
assertion. 
Proposition 11. The dimensions of Hp(M,7q) are indicated in the following table: 
m 
The following representations of Go are induced in these cohomology spaces: 
Pl@&+Pi@P2 for (P,q)=(O,-1); 
Ad1 @ Ad2 + detr 8 det; + deti 8 detz +l + 1 for (p, q) = (O,O); 
1 + 1 for (p,q) = (1,2). 
We proceed now as in Section 2.4, using the exact sequences (5). Denoting by 
7(tl, t2) the tangent sheaf of G(tl, t2), we have the following exact sequences of Gn- 
sheaves and their equivariant homomorphisms: 
0 - ~W2)(q+l) - wl,t2)(q) --+ 7q -+ 0, q = -1,o, 1,2. 
It follows from Proposition 11 that 
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H”(M,7(t1,t2)(,)) = If0(M,7(kM(,)) = 0, 
H’(h/l,I(tl,t2)(2))” H’(M,7(LQ(l)) = H’(M,?i) = c2’0, 
H2(M,7(t1,t2)(2)) = ~2(M,7(tl,t2)(1)) = 0. 
In the case q = 0 we have the exact c.ohomology sequence 
0 -+ H”(M,7(w2)(o)) - H”(M,lo) 5 WWWI,~)(~)) 
- ~‘(JW(~I,~~)(~)) - 0 - 0 - H2(M,7(h,h)(o)) - 0, 
implying that 
(19) 
~2(~,7(h,~2)(o)) = 0. 
The main problem here is to study the connecting homomorphism d. We want to show 
that dim1111 d = 1 if (tt,tz) # (0,O). 
By Proposition 11, dim H”(M,7e)Go = 2. Clearly, any vector field X E 
H”( M, 7u)Go has the form 
where a, b E @. If X lifts to a vector field k E H”(M,7(ti,t~)(o))G~ then _% must have 
in Ue the form 
where c, d are holomorphic in CC, y. Since [~-,a/&r] = [x,a/ay] = 0, c and d are 
constant. Now, we have 
2, El](y) = +(a t b)lq - 2dx(q = 0, 
[_%, E2](x) = -tr(a + b)[q - 2~3417 = 0. 
Therefore c = d = 0 and a + b = 0 if (ti, t2) f (0,O). Thus, (Kerd) II H’(A~f,7u)~o = 
((a/at - +iaq)y and dim Im d = 1 if (ti, t2) # (0,O). It follows that, for (tr , t2) # 0, 
H0(M,7(W2)(0)) = c ‘lo, H1(hf,7(t~,t2)(o~) Z @‘lo. 
In the case q = -1 we have the exact sequence 
0 + H”(M,7(tl,t2)(0)) - H0(~,7(W2)) - H0(K7-1) 
- fJ1(M,7(hd2)(o)) - H1(W7(W2)) - 0 
- 0 + ri2(bf,7(tl,t2)j - H2(h474) - 0. 
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It follows that, for (tr,tz) # (O,O), 
HO(MJ(tt,tz)) ‘v B”(M,7(t1,tz)(0)) @ Hu(MJ(tr,tz)(-q) N C9’0 CB C018, 
H’(M,Q%,Q) = ~‘(M,7(W2)(,)) = @‘O, 
H2(M,7(t&)) = 0. 
The above argument implies the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. If (tr,t2) # (0,O) then the action 6t,1,tZ) defined in Section 3.2 deter- 
mines an isomorphism of the Lie superalgebra I’(lt 2 I, itz, its), where t3 = -tl - t2, 
onto u(G(tl,tZ)). The L ie superalgebra o(G(O,O)) is the semi-direct sum of the ideal 
Im tit,,,) and the subalgebra (V), where V = [a/at + qd/d~ E n(G(0, O)), satisfies the 
relations 




wwv17t2)) 2 @2,0 
if (t17 t2) # ((40) 
if (Wz) = (O,O), 
H2(M,7(tl,t2)) = 0 for any (tl,tz) E C2. 
We finish by proving that our deformation is complete at any (tl, t2) E c2. 
Theorem 4. The deformation G(tl , t2) is complete at any (tl, t2) E C2 and versal at 
the point (0,O). 
Proof. Due to Theorem 3, we may apply the assertion III from Section 1.3. We must 
prove that the Kodaira-Spencer mapping b corresponding to the point (tr, t2) is always 
surjective and that k is an isomorphism for tl = tz = 0. Using (8) and (18), we see 
that the class b(cr, ~2) corresponding to (cr,c2) E C2 by k : C210 --+ @(M,I(tl, tz)) is 
represented by the following cocycle v(cr,c2): 
$Cl, C2)12 = -C1f%& 
tJ(Cl, C2)13 = -C2~-1[71’ 
dY’ 
v(c1, c&4 = -Cl y-$ - c2z-‘t7a. 
8Y 
The values of this cocycle lie in I(tl, t2)(2). Hence, we have a linear mapping k2 : 
c2 + ff’(wqw2)(2)) such that k = i’ o k2, where i : 7(tl, t2)t2) --f I(tl, t2) is the 
inclusion mapping. As we have seen above, i* is always surjective and is an isomorphism 
for tl = t2 = 0. Thus, we have to prove that k2 is an isomorphism. 
We have established the isomorphism 
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where /3 : 72 + & is the isomorphism from (3). One sees that p*(k(ct, ~2)) is represented 
by the cocycle u such that 
d 
u12 = -cl dX 6, Y-%], 
d 
u13 = -C27@ @3 x-1(q, 
u14 = -c, k @ y-y?) - c& 8 x-q?). 
It follows that ,B*(k( cl, c2)) = cl (‘r - c&, where (1, (2 is the basis of H1( M, &) de- 
scribed in Section 3.3. Therefore, ,B* o k2 and bz are isomorphisms. 
One also proves that Ker k = {(c,c) ) c E C} and that, for (tt,t2) # (O,O), the 
deformation, induced on any line, passing through (tr,t2) and transversal to Ker b, is 
universal at (tr ,12). 
Added in proof 
Meanwhile it has been proved [15] that H1(Gr,,ln,kl[,7) = 0 for 0 < k < m, 0 < 
1 < m, supposing that (k,E) # (1,n - l), (m - 1, l), (1,n - 2), (2,n - l), (m - 1,2). 
Therefore these super-Grassmannians are rigid. 
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